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Preventative Maintenance for your Draught Beer System
Bevcon Beer and Beverage recommend
comprehensive maintenance programs
to ensure that your clients enjoy the
highest quality beer while maximising
your profits through reduced waste.
At Bevcon we understand that every
drop counts.

Scheduled Maintenance Includes:
 test pours at Tap for flow rate,
temperature and consistency
check glycol level, temperature and
concentration
 rebuild taps and couplers
 Rebuild FOBS
 inspect all insulation/pythons for signs
of deterioration
 check regulator settings
 Bar and kegroom inspection for gas/beer
leaks and general cleanliness
 Air compressor Service
 Beer line cleaning
 Pin Valve/Head lead clean and service
 Gas Board check (AS5034 Requirement)
 CO2 Alarm Calibration (AS5034
Requirement) – see reverse for details

For a customised quotation call us on 0417 023 054 or 0403 381 020
Call-out Service: 1300 781 575 Email: info@bevcon.com.au
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AS-NZ 5034 Gas Safety Compliance

Cellarwarn CO2 Monitor and Compliant Bracton and Harris Gas Regulator boards

As of 2010 OH&S (NSW) required that all businesses meet gas safety standards
as described in AS/NZ 5034. Simply put, the standard requires that cellar areas
be equipped with CO2 Alarms, and that gas boards be equipped with high
pressure reduction regulators, pressure relief valves and other features to
eliminate or reduce the chances of injury or asphyxiation due to gas leaks.

Importantly, the Standard specifies that Gas boards and CO2 alarms be
tested, calibrated and/or Certified every six months to remain compliant.

Bevcon offers scheduled AS5034 semi-annual compliancy checks,
with special rates for venues opting for contracted service.
Standard Cost*

3 year Contract*

5 Year Contract *

1-2 CO2 Alarms
(incl. Gas Board)

$175.00

$150.00

$150.00 **

3 or More CO2 Alarms
(incl. Gas Board)

$150.00

$125.00

$125.00 **

* Cost is per CO2 Alarm per Servicing, and includes Gas Board Inspection
** Clients on 5 year contracts are entitled to replacement of failed CO2 alarms at no cost at any
time within the contract (except where damaged due to abuse, neglect or accident)
Prices as quoted are subject to GST and include travel for Sydney Metro area, and for Hunter, Central
Coast, and Illawarra regions. Other areas please call us for custom quotation

For a customised quotation call us on 0417 023 054 or 0403 381 020
Call-out Service: 1300 781 575 Email: info@bevcon.com.au

